
The Kia Sportage.



From the very first glance you can tell that the Sportage has 
been sculpted as a free-flowing bold and sophisticated organic 
form. Look closer and you will immediately appreciate how 
its beautifully shaped body creates such a strong presence 
on the road. From the clean, powerful contours rippling along 
the side, highlighted by its chrome and glossy black window 
surround mouldings, to the swooping muscular fastback design. 
Accentuated by the dynamic rear spoiler, with razor-style 
signature LED taillights and sporty rear bumper, this is an urban 
SUV that connects you with your natural sense of adventure.

Advanced design  
for inspired minds.
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Eye-catching interior garnish. Inside the Sportage and 
Sportage GT-line you’ll find aluminium patterned detailing 
that adds a contemporary touch to the dashboard, interior 
door panels and door handles (grade dependent).

Refined space that sets  
new standards.

Sit inside the Sportage and immerse yourself in an interior that 
delivers an outstanding experience in comfort, quality, design 
and cutting-edge technology. Sitting at the centre of the sporty 
cockpit is a beautifully sculpted curved display, integrating 
a 12.3" supervision cluster and 12.3" high-tech multimedia 
touchscreen. There is a sense of luxury in the spacious cabin with 
black headlining, a leather D-cut steering wheel and a three-zone 
climate control system. This is, indeed, the very best in refined 
luxury for you and everyone to enjoy (grade dependent).

Dynamic seating design with GT-line embossing. Sit back 
and enjoy premium suede leather upholstery (GT-Line /  
GT-Line S only).

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.



**There are certain situations in which the petrol engine will automatically activate even when the vehicle is in EV mode. Examples could include:  
when the hybrid battery state of charge is reduced to a certain level, when acceleration demand is high, and/or when it is required to heat up the cabin).

Inspired engineering  
to lead the charge.

Smarter driving technology. At the touch of the Hybrid/Electric (HEV/EV) button located on the centre console, you 
can prioritise between electric and hybrid mode. In EV mode – ideal for urban driving – the Sportage Plug-in Hybrid 
prioritises electric-only energy for emissions-free driving**. In HEV mode, it operates both energy sources, changing 
between using the petrol engine only, the electric engine only, or both simultaneously depending on the situation. 

We live in changing times, that call for remarkable innovation 
and new behaviours. From the very first stage of development, 
the Sportage Plug-in Hybrid was destined to embrace 
that difference, by using the latest electrified powertrain 
technologies. With easy charging via the integrated charging 
port, you have the flexibility to charge the battery at home or  
at public charging stations.

Just as importantly, the Sportage Plug-in Hybrid has been 
carefully engineered to minimise any impact on passenger and 
luggage space. The high-voltage battery is placed centrally, 
ensuring a balanced weight distribution and an interior space 
that is practical, comfortable and versatile. The state-of-the-art 
Sportage battery also features a new high-tech management 
unit that constantly monitors the state of the battery.

If you have decided to embrace change, then there has never been a better 
time with the Sportage Plug-in Hybrid. Combining stunning looks and a 
premium interior, the Sportage showcases a striking signature tiger nose grille, 
boomerang-style LED daytime running lights, dramatic matrix LED headlamps 
and a new Terrain Mode to conquer any surface. With its muscular looks and 
innovative electrified powertrain, the Sportage Plug-in Hybrid inspires us to do 
things differently.

Bold ideas that  
demand attention.
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Smart thinking  
makes all the difference.

40:20:40 split folding rear seats. Thanks to clever split rear seat options, the Sportage easily adapts and flexes to 
whatever task you have ahead of you – great for transporting sports equipment or other bulky items. 

Coat hanger. So you always arrive in style, the Sportage's front seat headrests 
feature a clever hanger for coats or garments. 

Heated and ventilated seats. Whatever the weather has in store, you’re ready for 
it. The front and rear seats can be heated on cold days. Featuring two adjustable 
settings, they warm up quickly and then level off after the desired temperature is 
reached. On hot summer days the front seats can be ventilated to keep you cool 
(grade dependent).

Inside the Sportage, experience an inspiring space that offers 
both flexibility and convenience. There are split rear seats for 
ease of loading and clever storage solutions, too. Add to that a 
smart power tailgate for when you’ve got your hands full. Smart 
thinking delivers innovative solutions for every eventuality.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.



Connected technology  
to stay ahead.
At Kia we know connections matter. Not just your connections with people. 
Connection with experiences. Connection with your ideas, and favourite places 
or destinations. Connections that inform and entertain you. Connections that 
keep you up to date and safe. That’s why the Sportage offers the very latest 
in seamless and effortless technology, to keep you constantly connected with 
everything and everyone around you.

Dual 12.3" curved display. At the heart of the Sportage's cockpit sits a touchscreen which is the focal point for all your 
driving, information, connectivity and entertainment needs. The state-of-the-art system delivers clear turn-by-turn navigation 
powered by live traffic data for maximum precision. Check live fuel prices, your next meeting, the weather forecast or even 
your favourite team's match results from the high-definition curved screen. And the system works together with the Kia 
Connect app so you can keep an eye on your vehicle's key functions and configure its settings from the comfort of your living 
room (grade dependent).

Wireless smartphone charger. When you’re 
on the move, keeping your phone fully 
charged should be the last thing you need 
to worry about. That’s why the Kia Sportage 
comes with a wireless charging bay offering 
high-speed 15 W wireless charging for 
smartphones equipped with Qi technology 
(grade dependent).

Rear USB fast-charge ports. Keep your 
rear passengers happy with a Type-C USB 
fast-charge port which is cleverly mounted 
on the rear panel of the driver and front 
passenger seat. Perfect for work, play or 
simply charging.

Harman Kardon premium sound system. 
From music to talk, from podcasts 
to your favourite playlist, experience 
sound that awakens the senses, with the 
Harman Kardon sound system. The high-
performance speakers are precisely tuned  
to perfectly match the Sportage unique 
design and acoustic characteristics. 
Advanced Clari-FiTM music restoration 
technology improves the quality of MP3s 
and provides high-definition sound, plus 
QLS technology delivers a truly immersive 
experience (grade dependent). 

Multimode control display. Control at your 
fingertips. An innovative way to make the 
interior less cluttered and more intuitive.  
Easily switch between infotainment and  
climate control controls with a simple touch 
(grade dependent).
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Kia services are available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of the vehicle and may be 
subject to change during that period. You need a smartphone with iOSTM or AndroidTM operating system and your own data plan to operate the Kia mobile 
application. Your Kia needs to be in a location with Vodafone mobile signal to connect to these services.

Kia Connect (UVO)... 
          Your free seven-year connected services.
Kia Connect (UVO) opens your Kia to the world of connected services. Once activated, it enables a 
number of essential digital features in your car. You can also install the Kia Connect (UVO) app on your 
smartphone and pair it with your Kia to control certain functions remotely and consult a wealth of 
information about your car.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.

Weather information 
Check current and forecast weather conditions at 
your location or destination.

Connected destination search and Points of  
Interest directory 
Your destination search results are drawn from 
the Internet for maximum accuracy and relevance. 
What's more you can use the connected Points of 
Interest directory to find particular categories of 
destinations such as restaurants or ATMs.

Parking 
Easily find parking. The system shows on- and  
off-street parking locations, including prices and 
likely availability.

Fuel station information 
The system shows you the nearest petrol stations 
and prices to plan a refuelling stop.

Charging station information (electric and plug-
in hybrid vehicles only) 
Your car gives you the location of charging stations, 
with useful information such as the operator and 
charging speeds available.

Vehicle status 
The Kia Connect app gives you an 
overview of your Kia’s status including 
fuel/battery level, doors, windows, 
bonnet or tailgate. It lets you know 
if any of the vehicle’s functions isn’t 
working properly. You can also use the 
app to consult information about your 
past trips or to obtain a summary of 
key driving stats.

Notifications and remote functions. 
You get warned if your vehicle’s  
anti-theft alarm is triggered or if  
you left your doors unlocked.  
What’s more, you can lock and  
unlock doors from your phone, 
wherever you are. For electric and 
plug-in hybrid vehicles, you can use 
the app to control and schedule 
your charging sessions. For electric 
vehicles, you can use Kia Connect to 
control your climate control so your 
cabin is at the right temperature from 
the moment you step in.

Valet mode 
Activate the valet mode in your car 
and you can track its location and 
speed on the app. Ideal when you 
lend your vehicle to a stranger, like 
valet parking service.

In-car services Mobile application services

Your free seven-year Kia Connect (UVO), once 
activated, enable a number of connected services  
in your Kia.

Online navigation  
Your navigation system uses live and historical 
traffic information to recommend the best route 
and dynamically predict the most accurate arrival 
time. You can also get alerted to speed cameras on 
your way.

Sports information 
Keep an eye on your favourite team's matches  
and results.

Once Kia Connect (UVO) is 
activated in your Kia, you can 
connect to it through the Kia Connect 
mobile application (available on 
AppleTM and AndroidTM).

Find my car and first/last  
mile navigation 
Did somebody else park your car?  
Let the Kia Connect app help you find 
it using Google Maps or augmented 
reality guidance. When driving and 
parking before reaching your exact 
destination, your app can give you 
guidance to walk the last bit of the 
way using augmented reality or 
Google Maps.

User-profile-linked vehicle settings 
Select your preferred vehicle settings 
from your phone for a tailored 
experience once you get behind  
the wheel.

Android AutoTM is designed to keep you perfectly connected to your 
phone while minimizing distractions so you stay safe on the road. 
The simple, intuitive interface lets you access features like Google 
Maps, apps, music and voice control, and automatically organizes 
info into simple cards that appear just when they’re needed.

Apple CarPlayTM is a smart, safe way to use your iPhone while 
driving. It takes all the things you might want to do, and puts 
them into your display, so you can get directions, make a call 
and listen to music all while staying focused on the road.



When inspiration comes calling, the Sportage is never found 
wanting. That’s because we’ve created a dynamic, engaging  
and optimal driving experience, debuting numerous highly 
innovative technology breakthroughs. 

Innovation  
through vision.

12.3" supervision cluster with widescreen display.  
The supervision cluster is made using the latest thin-film 
transistor liquid-crystal display for incredibly precise and 
clear graphics. It provides a range of crucial pieces of 
information and adopts different themes depending on  
the drive mode chosen.

Shift-by-Wire dial. Located centrally and within easy reach, 
the rotary dial uses shift-by-wire technology to enable 
effortless gear selection. Just as importantly from a safety 
perspective, it automatically shifts to the parking gear P if 
the driver forgets to do so.

Blind-spot View Monitor. A safety function that displays 
the rear-side view for safe lane change while driving. When 
the turn signal switch is activated, the rear-side image of the 
corresponding direction is displayed in the cluster.

Intelligent Front-lighting System. To provide the very 
best levels of illumination, the Intelligent Front-lighting 
System enables each LED to light independently to deliver 
a precise lighting experience. It allows to travel with high 
beam headlights without any risk of dazzling oncoming 
traffic. A front view camera featuring vehicle recognition 
technology automatically dims or brightens each individual 
LED, enhancing the driver’s forward vision while protecting 
oncoming traffic from glare in real time (grade dependent).
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DriveWise technology  
for all-round safety.

Remote Smart Parking Assist.* Remote Smart Parking Assist 
lets you safely move your vehicle in and out of tight parking 
spaces whilst you stand outside. All you have to do is first align 
your Sportage with the parking space and then get out and 
use the special controls on your key fob. You don’t even need 
to worry about accelerating or braking (grade dependent).

360-degree around view monitor. There is no need to exit 
the vehicle to check clearances or ask others for help. When 
manoeuvring in confined spaces, multiple cameras give you 
a zoomable, 360° overhead view around the vehicle, so you 
can steer and park with confidence (grade dependent).

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist. Evaluating both camera 
and radar data, the system analyses information about other 
cars, pedestrians or cyclists ahead to avoid a potential collision 
with them. It also functions to prevent collisions with vehicles 
when turning right at an intersection. If it detects a potential 
collision, a warning signal appears on your instrument cluster 
and maximum braking power is applied.

Blind-Spot Collision Avoidance Assist. This uses a front 
camera and rear radar sensor to monitor your blind spots 
and warn you of oncoming cars with a symbol in the side-
view mirror. Start to indicate while a vehicle is detected and 
the system will sound an alert and even intervene to avoid a 
collision (grade dependent).

Highway Driving Assist. Highway Driving Assist is designed 
for effortless driving on motorways. It automatically 
maintains the Sportage distance to another vehicle in front 
as well as keeping it centred in its current lane. At the same 
time, it controls steering, acceleration and deceleration 
whilst you are in-lane. Under certain conditions, the system 
automatically adjusts the Sportage’s speed to match the 
speed limit information provided by the navigation data 
(grade dependent).

Keeping you, your loved ones and those 
around you protected was a top priority in the 
development of the Sportage. That’s why every 
Sportage comes with Kia’s acclaimed DriveWise 
technologies, which integrate a whole host of 
advanced features to minimise the possibility of 
accidents and maximise convenience. 

* Available only on the Sportage Hybrid/Plug-in Hybrid
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.



Luxury  
from within.

Black cloth. Black cloth and faux leather. 

Suede Leather with Quilt Design. Suede leather. 

For comfort as individual as you are, the Sportage range offers the ultimate in 
seat materials, textures, stitching and colours. From cloth and faux leather to 
premium suede complemented with faux leather. And when you choose the 
Sportage GT-line and GT-Line S, you really can make your mark with stand-out 
design including GT-line emblem embossing.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.

We have developed numerous purpose-designed 
genuine accessories that enable you to create a  
car that precisely suits your needs, and 
complements your personality. So whatever you 
might need for the Sportage - a touch more style, 
comfort or practicality - our premium accessories 
offer you the perfect solution. 

Expand your  
possibilities.

Door mirror trims & Side trim lines. Attention to detail can make 
all the difference. Door mirror trims and Side trim lines available 
in brushed  aluminum optic, chrome optic and piano black.

Side steps. These practical and stylish side steps evoke a 
real sense of solid robustness that is sure to appeal to the 
outdoors adventurer in you. 

Roof bars, aluminium. Light and easy to install, these strong 
and perfectly fitting aluminium cross bars help you transport 
all you could possibly need on your next adventure. 

Tailgate trim line. Add a stylish edge to your tailgate with 
this elegant trim line. It’s eye-catching from the rear, as well 
as emphasising the other exterior styling features from every  
angle. Available in brushed aluminum optic, chrome optic  
and piano black. Other complimenting exterior trim items are 
also available.

Tow bar, retractable. Would you like to combine even 
more comfort with efficient transportation? Deployed and 
retracted via a switch located in the boot, this fully-electric 
tow bar conveniently folds up and sits invisibly behind the 
lower bumper when not in use. 
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*Charging outside of the UK is subject to the visited country’s Easy tariff, regardless of your UK subscription. 
Kia Charge and KiaCharge.com/gb are offered by Digital Charging Solutions.

Does charging at a public station 
seem complicated?

Worry not, Kia Charge gives you access to the 
vast majority of UK public charging networks 
including bp pulse, Pod Point, Source London, 
Hubsta, Shell New Motion, Osprey, Char-gy, 
IONITY and more. In addition, it works in 28 
other European countries in exactly the same 
way as it does in the UK so you can travel long 
distance without any worries*.

The only app you need 
From planning your journey to paying for your 
charging, Kia Charge provides an all-in-one 
solution to use the majority of public charging 
networks in the UK and abroad.

Reliable, up-to-date information 
You have all information at your fingertips. You 
can apply a range of filters to find the right 
station, with up-to-the-minute information about availability and pricing.

Transparent pricing with monthly payment 
There are two base tariffs to choose from. ‘Easy’ is a no-commitment tariff for light 
users of public charging while ‘Plus’ is for those who tend to charge away from home 
more often.

Best value with a range of bolt-on subscriptions including IONITY 
You can add up to two bolt-on subscriptions - for bp pulse and/or IONITY -  
to benefit from the best value possible when charging within these networks.

For more information, visit kiacharge.com or download the mobile application.

Public charging  
made easy...

Set the pace  
in your way.
Every Sportage is designed down to the last detail. And that includes sleek, 
sporty and truly impressive wheels. Take your pick from sleek 17" to 19" rims  
that are exclusive to the Sportage (grade dependent).

19" alloy wheel (Non GT-Line/GT-Line S 
models PHEV)

19" alloy wheel (GT-Line/GT-Line S ICE 
& PHEV)

18" alloy wheel (ICE/HEV) 18" alloy wheel (GT-Line/GT-Line S HEV)17" alloy wheel (ICE only)

*Information about the tyres with respect to fuel efficiency and other parameters according to Regulation (EU) 2020/740 are available on our website, please 
visit [www.xyz.com]. The information on tyres as indicated is for information only.



*For full terms, conditions and exclusions please visit kia.com/uk

Fully unlock these benefits 
when you register atMyKia

Available to all Kia owners, whoever your 
insurer and whatever the circumstances, 
Kia Accident Aftercare will take care of 
things for you. We will liaise with your 
insurer, provide a free courtesy car 
and ensure your car is repaired at a Kia 
Approved Bodyshop using Kia repair 
methods and original parts.

Order Genuine Kia accessories, where 
and when you need them! Our Click 
& Collect service offers choice and 
convenience, recognising your model 
from the registration number to 
ensure you get exactly what you need. 
Then simply collect at your nearest 
Dealer, where they can fit them too.

Our Driveaway Insurance has you 
covered from the minute you leave 
the Dealership. We will also give you 
a £250 Excess Return Voucher which 
pays you back regardless of who you 
are insured with providing you call 
Kia Accident Aftercare before you call 
your insurance company. We will also 
provide you with a competitive quote 
for your annual cover.

When you own a Kia, you become 
part of the family and benefit from 
a relationship based on trust and 
transparency. When you visit one of 
our dealers for a service, your vehicle 
will benefit from a complimentary 
Health Check, a wash and vacuum 
and alternative transport if needed. 
Welcome to the Kia family!

Online service booking offers 
convenience and flexibility 24/7. 
Offering quality and value at one of 
our Dealers nationwide. Kia trained 
technicians use the latest diagnostic 
equipment and technology. All of our 
Genuine Kia parts come with a 2 year 
warranty. Fully inclusive pricing at the 
click of a button.

Our 24/7 Roadside Assistance package 
is designed for Kia owners in partnership 
with the RAC. All new cars have 
complimentary cover for 12 months 
from the first date of registration. If you 
register on MyKia, you can unlock Kia 
Roadside Assistance Plus, giving you 
the highest level of cover provided by 
the RAC, including onward travel and 
European cover.

There are a lot of things to consider 
when buying a new car. Compromising 
on reliability in the long term shouldn’t 
be one of them. That’s why Kia have 
redefined quality and offers a unique, 
industry-leading 7 year or 100.000 
miles warranty for your peace of mind.

Now there are even more reasons to buy a stylish, technology packed Kia.  
Peace of mind comes as standard when you join the Kia family with the Kia 
Promise - 10 great owner benefits when you buy your Kia and register at MyKia.

10 more reasons  
to join our Kia family

Kia offers you free seven-year 
connected services with Kia Connect. 
Once activated in your vehicle, Kia 
Connect enables a number of digital 
features in your car like real-time 
traffic data. You can also install the Kia 
Connect app on your smartphone and 
pair it with your Kia to interact with 
your vehicle in new ways.

We have partnered with Pod Point 
and bp pulse so you can quickly and 
conveniently charge your electric and 
plug-in hybrid Kia at home.

Kia Charge makes public charging 
easy. Kia Charge is the only solution 
you need to charge your electric or 
plug-in hybrid Kia across multiple 
networks in the UK and Europe.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

7-year vehicle warranty. Every Kia benefits from a 7-year/ 
100,000 miles new car warranty (up to 3 years unlimited; from 
4 years 100,000 miles). This bumper-to-bumper warranty is 
free and transferable to subsequent owners, provided the car is 
regularly maintained in accordance with the servicing schedule. 
(Terms and exclusions apply)

Kia 7-year EV/HEV/PHEV Battery Warranty. When you 
switch to a Kia Electric (EV), Hybrid Electric (HEV) or Plug-In 
Hybrid (PHEV), it’s good to know that our batteries are built to 
have a long life*. That’s why at Kia we are happy to cover you 
for 7-year or 100,000 miles whichever comes first. Even for our 
low voltage (48 V and 12 V) batteries in Kia Mild-Hybrid electric 
vehicles (MHEVs), our Kia warranty covers you for a period of 2 
years from initial registration regardless of mileage. All of which 
means you can simply enjoy the experience of driving our eco-
friendly range, every day for years to come. 

* Kia high voltage lithium ion battery-units in electric vehicles 
(EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles (PHEV) are built to have a long life. These batteries are 
covered by the Kia warranty for a period of 7 years from initial 
registration or 100,000 miles, whichever comes first. For EVs 
and PHEVs Kia guarantees a minimum 70% capacity of the 
battery. Capacity reduction of the battery in HEV and MHEV is 
not covered by the warranty. 

To minimise capacity reduction, follow the instructions consult 
the Owner’s Manual. Find more information about Kia warranty 
at www.kia.com./uk

5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty 
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine 
for your New Kia. It also comes with superior corrosion protection 
and a 12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.

Financing 
Your local Kia dealer can help you with a financing plan that’s best 
suited to your needs. Log onto www.kia.com/uk for more details.

For complete peace-of-mind, Kia can offer you a great value 
fixed-price servicing package for your Sportage which is called 
Kia Care. Please speak to your Kia dealer for more information 
and pricing. Terms and conditions apply.

Log onto www.kia.com/uk for details.
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Kia UK Limited
Walton Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12 1FJ
Freephone: 0333 2022990
www.kia.com/uk

www.kia.com/uk

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of print (January 2022) 
and are subject to change without notice. Contact your local Kia dealer for current information 
and full warranty details including terms and conditions. Imagery shown throughout this 
brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not 
necessarily standard across the Sportage range.



* Some parts of leather upholstery contain faux leather
** Compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The Sportage

●	17" Alloy Wheels
●	Silver Door Garnish
●	Silver Radiator Upper Garnish
●	Silver Rear Skid Plate 
●	Silver Paint Roof Rack
●	Leather Steering Wheel*
●	Remote Central Door Locking with 

Fold-away Key
●	Ignition Keyhole Illumination
●	Metallic Finish Centre Fascia and  

Door Garnish
●	8" Display
●	6-speaker Audio System
●	Rear View Monitor (RVM)
●	Auto Headlight Control
●	Backlite Glass Heated with Timer
●	Black Side Sill & Wheel Arch  

Body Mouldings
●	Body Coloured & Black Bumper  

with Silver Accents
●	Body Coloured Door Mirrors
●	Body Coloured Exterior Door Handles
●	Electrically Folding, Adjustable & Heated 

Door Mirrors with LED Indicators
●	LED Daytime Running Light
●	LED Headlamps (Low & High Beam - 

MFR Type)
●	LED High Mounted Stop Light
●	Rain Sensing Aero Blade Wiper
●	Rear Fog Lamp
●	Rear Silver Paint Skid Plate
●	Rear Spoiler
●	Silver Roof Rack

●	Satin Finish Beltline
●	Tinted Rear Glass
●	Auto Window Defogger
●	Climate Control (Three Zone)
●	Cruise Control & Speed Limiter (MT only)
●	Door Courtesy Lamp
●	Drink Holder at Centre Armrest
●	Dual Horn
●	Electric Parking Brake (EPB)
●	Electronic Chromic Mirror
●	Low Washer Fluid Warning Metal Paint 

Inside Door Handles
●	Rear Seat Alert
●	Seatbelt Height Adjuster (Driver & 

Passenger)
●	Steering Wheel Mounted Controls
●	Sunvisors with Vanity Mirror 

Illumination (Driver & Front Passenger)
●	Tilt & Telescopic Steering Wheel 

Adjustment
●	12v Power Socket (Front Centre  

Fascia & Luggage Compartment)
●	2nd Row Personal Lamp
●	3 x Passenger Assist Grips
●	40:20:40 Split Folding Rear Seats
●	Centre Console Storage Box
●	Cupholders in Rear Armrest
●	Front & Rear Door Storage
●	Front Seatback Pockets
●	Glovebox with Illumination
●	Luggage Area Load Cover
●	Luggage Lamp
●	Luggage Net Hooks

●	Overhead Console Lamp
●	Rear Coat Hooks
●	Rear Ventilation Duct
●	Tyre Mobility Kit
●	Android AutoTM & Apple CarPlayTM  

with Voice Control**
●	Bluetooth® with Music Streaming**
●	Rear USB Charging Ports
●	Reversing Camera System  

(Integrated into Centre Fascia Screen)
●	Trip Computer
●	Front and Rear Parking Sensors
●	Windscreen Washer Level Warning
●	Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
●	Downhill Brake Control (DBC)
●	Drive Mode Select
●	Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
●	Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 

(FCA) - City/Pedestrian/Cyclist/
Junction Covering

●	Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
●	Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA)
●	Lane Following Assist (LFA)
●	Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
●	Multi-Collision Brake
●	Trailer Stability Assist (TSA)
●	Tyre Pressure Monitoring System 

(TPMS)
●	Black Premium Cloth Upholstery
●	Driver's Manual Seat Height Adjuster
●	4.2" Supervision Colour Cluster Display
●	USB port for Connection of a  

Media Device

'2'

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.6 CRDi 113bhp 6-speed manual ISG

The Sportage '2'

Fusion	White
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Premium)

Phantom	Black
(Premium)

Yuka	Steel	Grey
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	ICE)

Machine	Bronze
(Standard)

17" Alloy Wheels



* Some parts of leather upholstery contain faux leather
** Compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The Sportage

●	19" Alloy Wheels
●	Rear Privacy Glass
●	LED Front Fog Lamp
●	LED Rear Combination Lamp
●	Body Coloured Radiator Upper Garnish
●	Glossy Black Radiator Grille
●	Glossy Black Side Sill & Wheel Arch 

Body Mouldings
●	Body Colour Door Garnish
●	Chrome Front & Rear Skid Plate
●	Suede Leather Upholstery*
●	Driver's Lumbar Support
●	Paddle Shifter (DCT/AT only)

●	D-Shaped Sports Leather Steering 
Wheel with Perforated Inserts & 
GT-Line logo

●	Aluminium Pattern Finish Centre 
Fascia & Door Garnish

●	Black Headlining
●	Sports Pedal
●	All-round Electric Windows with 

Driver's & Front Passenger Auto  
Up/Down Function

●	Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go 
Functionality (DCT/AT only)

●	Engine Start/Stop Button with  
Smart Entry System

●	12.3" Display with Navigation
●	Free 7-year Kia Connect  

(UVO) services**
●	Highway Driving Assist (HDA)  

(DCT/AT only)

'GT-Line' (adds over '2')

●	18" Alloy Wheels
●	Rear Privacy Glass
●	LED Front Fog Lamp
●	Black Cloth & Faux Leather Upholstery
●	Driver's Lumbar Support
●	Front Power Adjustable Seats  

(inc. Height Adjuster)
●	Heated Front and Rear Outer Seats
●	Heated Steering Wheel
●	Aluminium Pattern Finish Centre  

Fascia & Door Garnish
●	All-round Electric Windows with 

Driver's & Front Passenger Auto  
Up/Down Function

●	Engine Start/Stop Button with  
Smart Entry System

●	12.3" Supervision Colour Cluster Display

●	12.3" Display with Navigation
●	Free 7-year Kia Connect (UVO) 

services**

'Launch Edition' (adds over '2')

Paint colours

Paint colours

Wheels

Wheels

Engine and transmission

Engine and transmission

1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG

1.6 CRDi 113bhp 6-speed manual ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG

1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 6-speed manual ISG

The Sportage 'GT-Line'

The Sportage 'Launch Edition'

Infra	Red
(Standard)

Fusion	White
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Premium)

Blue	Flame
(Premium)

Lunar	Silver
(Premium)

Orange	Fusion
(Premium)

Experience	Green
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	HEV/PHEV)

18" Alloy Wheels 
(HEV)

19" Alloy Wheels
(Unavailable on HEV)

Infra	Red
(Standard)

Fusion	White
(Standard)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Standard)

Phantom	Black
(Standard)

18" Alloy Wheels



* Some parts of leather upholstery contain faux leather
** Compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed
OPT - two tone black roof with premium paint is chargeable at £800 (exc. Infra Red which is chargeable at £150)

The Sportage

●	Dual LED Adaptive Headlamps
●	LED Rear Combination Lamp
●	Matt Chrome Radiator Upper Garnish
●	Glossy Black Radiator Grille
●	Glossy Black Side Sill & Wheel Arch 

Body Mouldings
●	Matt Chrome Door Garnish
●	Hyper Silver Rear Skid Plate 
●	Panorama Sunroof
●	Glossy Black Roof Rack
●	LED Luggage Lamp
●	LED Overhead Console Lamp
●	LED Personal Lamp

●	Ambient Lighting
●	360° Around View Monitor
●	Blind-spot View Monitor (BVM)
●	Harman Kardon Premium Sound System
●	Wireless Mobile Phone Charger
●	Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance  

Assist (BCA)
●	Remote Smart Parking Assist (RSPA, 

HEV, PHEV only)
●	Parking Collision Avoidance Assist (PCA)

'4' (adds over '3')

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG
1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG

The Sportage '4'

Fusion	White
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Premium)

Phantom	Black
(Premium)

Yuka	Steel	Grey
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	ICE)

Blue	Flame
(Premium)

Machine	Bronze
(Standard)

Experience	Green
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	HEV/PHEV)

18" Alloy Wheels 
(ICE/HEV)

19" Alloy Wheels 
(PHEV)

●	18" Alloy Wheels
●	Rear Privacy Glass
●	LED Front Fog Lamp
●	Driver's Lumbar Support
●	Front Power Adjustable Seats  

(inc. Height Adjuster)
●	Heated Front & Rear Outer Seats
●	Paddle Shifter (DCT/AT only)
●	Heated Steering Wheel
●	Aluminium Pattern Finish Centre  

Fascia & Door Garnish
●	All-round Electric Windows with 

Driver's & Front Passenger Auto  
Up/Down Function

●	Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go 
Functionality (DCT/AT only)

●	Engine Start/Stop Button with  
Smart Entry System

●	12.3" Supervision Colour Cluster Display
●	12.3" Display with Navigation
●	Free 7-year Kia Connect  

(UVO) services**
●	Highway Driving Assist (HDA)  

(DCT/AT only)
●	Black Cloth and Faux Leather 

Upholstery

'3' (adds over '2')

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 6-speed manual ISG

1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG
1.6 CRDi 113bhp 6-speed manual ISG

1.6 CRDi 134bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG

The Sportage '3'

Fusion	White
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Premium)

Phantom	Black
(Premium)

Yuka	Steel	Grey
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	ICE)

Machine	Bronze
(Standard)

Experience	Green
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	HEV/PHEV)

18" Alloy Wheels 
(ICE/HEV)

19" Alloy Wheels 
(PHEV)



* Some parts of leather upholstery contain faux leather
** Compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed
OPT - two tone black roof with premium paint is chargeable at £800 (exc. Infra Red which is chargeable at £150)

The Sportage

●	Dual LED Adaptive Headlamps
●	Panorama Sunroof
●	Black Two Tone Roof (OPT)
●	Glossy Black Roof Rack
●	Heated Front & Rear Outer Seats
●	Front Ventilated Seats
●	Heated Steering Wheel
●	Smart Power Tailgate
●	LED Luggage Lamp

●	LED Overhead Console Lamp
●	LED Personal Lamp
●	Ambient Lighting
●	12.3" Supervision Colour Cluster Display
●	360° Around View Monitor
●	Blind-spot View Monitor (BVM)
●	Harman Kardon Premium Sound System
●	Wireless Mobile Phone Charger
●	Parking Collision Avoidance Assist (PCA)

●	Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance  
Assist (BCA)

●	Remote Smart Parking Assist (RSPA, 
HEV/PHEV only)

●	10-way Driver's & 8-way Front 
Passenger's Power Adjustable Seat 
(Sliding, Reclining, Height Adjustment)

'GT-Line S' (adds over 'GT-Line')

Paint colours Wheels Engine and transmission
1.6 T-GDi 148bhp 48V 7-speed auto DCT ISG

The Sportage 'GT-Line S'

Infra	Red
(Standard)

Fusion	White
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal
(Premium)

Blue	Flame
(Premium)

Lunar	Silver
(Premium)

Infra	Red	with	Black	Roof
(Optional	£150)

Fusion	White	with	Black	Roof
(Premium)

Dark	Penta	Metal	with	Black	Roof
(Premium)

Blue	Flame	with	Black	Roof
(Premium)

Lunar	Silver	with	Black	Roof
(Premium)

Orange	Fusion	with	Black	Roof
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	ICE)

Experience	Green	with	Black	Roof
(Premium,	Exclusive	on	HEV/PHEV)

18" Alloy Wheels 
(HEV)

19" Alloy Wheels  
(Unavailable on HEV)


